CODE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
Approved by the General Assembly of the Czech
Society of Actuaries on 8 December 2015
Code of Professional Conduct is an internal governing document of ČSpA. This document has
been released as a bilingual document. If there is a conflict between the versions, the Czech
version takes precedence over the English version.
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Note: Words or terms in italics are defined in Section 2, Definitions.

Section 1. General
1.1 Purpose
1.1.1 This Code of Professional Conduct (hereinafter referred to as “Code”) provides guidance
on the behaviours expected of actuaries when performing actuarial services, to give intended users of those
services confidence that they are carried out professionally and with due care.
1.1.2 This Code also provides guidance on the behaviours expected of actuaries in wider contexts.
1.2 Application
1.2.1 Through compliance with the Code:
(a) All actuaries are expected to comply with Principle A (Integrity) as given in Section 3 hereinafter, within
and outside the work-place.

Actuarial services
(b) All actuaries are expected to comply with Principles B – E (Competence and Care; Compliance;
Impartiality; Effective Communication) as given in Section 3 hereinafter in relation to actuarial services that
they perform (whether on a paid or unpaid basis).

Non-actuarial work
(c) In relation to non-actuarial work that they perform (if any, and whether on a paid or unpaid basis),
actuaries should exercise professional judgement to determine whether and, if so, to what extent it is
appropriate to comply with the spirit of Principles B – E (Competence and Care; Compliance; Impartiality;
Effective Communication) as given in Section 3 hereinafter, taking into account the reasonable expectations
of the intended user(s) of the work, the nature of the work, any other Code or standards that may apply to
the work and any other relevant factors.

Support roles
(d) It is recognised that actuaries may act in a support role in which another actuary carries ultimate
responsibility for the work performed. For the avoidance of doubt, actuaries in support roles are expected to
comply with the Code (as per paragraph 1.2.1), though it is reasonable to expect that any assessment of their
conduct by reference to the Code would have regard to such factors as their level of responsibility in relation
to the matter.

Observing the spirit of the Code
(e) Actuaries are expected to observe the spirit as well as the letter of the Code, recognising that it is not
an all-encompassing description of behaviours that should be adopted or avoided.

Departing from the Code
(f) There may be exceptional circumstances in which it is impracticable or inappropriate to comply fully with
the Code. However, actuaries are expected to be prepared to justify any departure (and the extent of such
departure) from the Code and explain why an act or omission was appropriate and reasonable
in the circumstances involved.

Section 2. Definitions
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The terms below are defined for use in this Code.
2.1 AAE – Actuarial Association of Europe
2.2 Actuary – An individual member of one of the member associations of the AAE, including (where
a member association admits part-qualified actuaries as members) any individual member who performs
actuarial services, within his or her employment or otherwise, but is not yet a fully qualified actuary.
2.3 Actuarial services – Services based upon actuarial considerations that may include the rendering
of dvice, recommendations, findings or opinions.
2.4 ČSpA – Česká společnost aktuárů (Czech Society of Actuaries)
2.5 Professional principles – Principles specified in the ČSpA's internal governing dokument “Professional
Principles“.
2.6 Professional judgement –The judgement of the actuary, based on actuarial training and experience.
2.7 Principal – The party who engages the provider of actuarial services. The principal will usually be the
client or the employer of the actuary.

Section 3. Principles
A. Integrity
An actuary shall act honestly and comply with ethical and moral principles.
B. Competence and Care
An actuary shall perform actuarial services competently and with care.
C. Compliance
An actuary shall comply with all relevant legal, regulatory and professional requirements.
D. Impartiality
An actuary shall not allow bias, conflict of interest or the undue influence of others to override professional
judgement.
E. Effective Communication
An actuary shall communicate effectively and meet all applicable reporting standards.

Section 4. Amplification of Principles
The following information, which forms part of the Code, is included in order to elaborate on how (subjekt to
paragraph 1.2.1) actuaries are expected to interpret and apply the Principles. This information is not
exhaustive. Actuaries are expected to apply professional judgement as and hen necessary to ensure that they
observe the spirit as well as the letter of the Code.
A. Integrity
A1 An actuary shall perform actuarial services with integrity, skill and care, shall fulfil the actuary’s
professional responsibility to the principal and shall not act against the public interest.
A2 An actuary shall act in a manner that will uphold the reputation of the actuarial profession, shall be of
good character and shall, in both personal and business conduct, behave with integrity.
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A3 An actuary shall not allow any publicity which might tend to gain undeserved advantages in the
profession, shall not attribute results of the work of other actuaries as his/her own, and shall not disparage
work of other actuaries.
A4 In promoting and performing actuarial services, an actuary
actuary knows is false or misleading.

shall not provide information that the

A5 An actuary shall perform actuarial services with courtesy and shall co-operate with others servis
the actuary’s principal.
A6 An actuary shall respect the confidentiality of information received.
A7 When an actuary is asked to provide actuarial services previously provided by another actuary, the
actuary shall consider whether it is appropriate to consult with the previous provider to establish whether
there might be any professional reason not to take on the new responsibility.
B. Competence and Care
B1 An actuary shall perform actuarial services carefully, thoroughly and without undue delay.
B2 An actuary shall perform actuarial services only if:
- the actuary is competent and appropriately experienced to do so, or
- the actuary is acting on the advice of an individual who has the appropriate level of relevant knowledge
and skill and the principal is aware that this is the case, or
- the actuary is acting under the direct supervision of another actuary who is taking
professional responsibility for the work.
B3 An actuary shall ensure that, in respect of work for which the actuary is responsible, appropriate quality
assurance processes are in place to provide confidence regarding the accuracy and completeness of the
work.
C. Compliance
C1 An actuary is responsible for observing applicable legal, accounting and other relevant general
standards.
C2 An actuary is responsible for observing relevant internal standards (governing documents and
professional principles) issued or adopted by the ČSpA, having regard to their scope and status.
C3 An actuary is subject to the disciplinary procedures prescribed in the rules of the ČSpA, and, subject to
the right of appeal within those rules, shall accept any outcome of the proceedings or decision on an appeal.
D. Impartiality
D1 An actuary shall perform actuarial services impartially.
D2 An actuary shall not perform actuarial services involving an actual or potential conflict of interest, unless
the actuary’s ability to act in an impartial manner is unimpaired and there has been full disclosure of the
actual or potential conflict.
D3 An actuary shall disclose to the principal, in writing and in a timely manner, all sources of income related
to any assignment carried out for the principal, other than income paid by the principal.
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E. Effective Communication
E1 An actuary shall communicate professional analysis and advice in a timely manner and in a style and
format that is appropriate to the particular circumstances, having regard to the need to convey the
implications of the actuary’s analysis and advice in a manner that is comprehensible to the intended user.

Section 5. Date of effect and transitional provisions
The internal regulation was approved by the General Assembly on 8 December 2015 with immediate
effect.
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